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INTRODUCTION
Transmission of compressed vidco through physical communication channels may lead to information loss due to channel noise or congestion. Such loss further results in possible loss of visual quality of the decoded video sequence. When motion compensated coding has bcen employed, which is the case with the MPEG-2 compression algorithm [I] , errors observed in a frame propagate to subsequent in coding order frames leading, thus, to even worse visual quality. Error concealment methods have emerged to deal with such problems at the decoder [2, 3, 4, 51. Many of these methods attempt to estimate lost motion information for predictively coded frames (P-or B-frames) and conceal lost blocks by motion compensated temporal replacement [2, 3, 4, 5] . Such methods prove to be fast and attain satisfactory concealment results.
Among the motion field estimation error concealment (EC) methods, one can distinguish the zero motion EC(ZM EC), the motion compensated EC (MC EC), the boundary matching algorithm EC (BMA EC) [2] , the motion vector estimation by h o u n d a~ optimizing EC (MVE-BO EC) [5] and the ,fo~-ward-buckward block matching EC (F-B BM EC) [4] . The ZM EC sets the lost motion vectors to zero. The MC EC estimates the lost motion information from adjacent existing information by either averaging (MC-AV) or finding the vector median (MC-VM). It performs well when the assumption of smooth motion among all neighbours is valid or when adjacent blocks are not intra-coded. The remaining methods attempt to deal with the latter cases by selecting the best temporal neighbour that leads to a smooth spatial transition between the concealed block and its spatial neighbours. The BMA EC defines a number of motion vector candidates for the lost one and selects MVE-BO EC and F-B BM EC define search regions in the previously decoded frame. The first method centers the search region around the block pointed at by the vector median of the neighbouring motion vectors and locates the optimal candidate with respect to the minimum boundary matching error. The second method locates the "best match" of the adjacent blocks (block matching) by M A D minimization. For all methods, concealment is performed by copying the block of the previously decoded frame, pointed at by the estimated motion vector, to the lost region in the current frame.
A study on the use of vector rational interpolation for the estimation of erroneously received motion fields of an MPEG-2 coded video bitstream for error concealment purposes is undertaken in this paper. Rational functions, i.e. the ratio of two polynomials, have been extensively used for image filtering and restoration, image enhancement as well as image interpolation because they are universal approximators, good extrapolators, able to be trained using a linear algorithm and requiring lower degree terms than Volterra expansions [6, 71 . Since rational function operators are able to adapt their behaviour with respect to the local source content, they exhibit remarkable performance in the previously mentioned applications. For this reason, their use in the estimation process of erroneous motion fields by vector rational interpolation for error concealment has been investigated. It proves to be fast enough for real-time applications and produces visually satisfactory concealment without the use of available coding mode information [6, 71.
VECTOR RATIONAL INTERPOLATION
Vector rational interpolation has been introduced in [6, 7] for color image interpolation applications, where every pixel is considered as a 3-component vector in the considered color space. The input/output relationship of the vector rational function is defined by ; a01 f ELl a l j x j + ELl
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where the coefficients wuw are defined by (u,w, U # w take values from {a, b , c, d , e , f}):
In equation (3) where wuw is given by (3).
All the above described interpolation schemes attempt to estimate lost motion information in such a way that smoothness of motion is attained in smooth motion areas (linear operation performs best in such a case), whereas irregular motion of adjacent blocks does not result in high estimation errors. It should be noted at this point that intra-coded neighbours are simply considered as having zero motion vectors and that no coding mode information of adjacent blocks is actually exploited in the estimation process (all other motion field estimation methods use such kind of information). By observing the interpolation expressions outlined above, one can conclude that the previously mentioned desirable estimation properties are achieved. In smooth motion areas. where the Euclidean distance between adjacent vectors is rather small. the weights wuw are close to 1.0, thus leading to an averaging interpolator. When Euclidean distances increase significantly, the respective weights are becoming rather small limiting significantly the contribution of the corresponding candidate neighbouring pair in the final motion vector estimate.
After the lost motion vector has been estimated, concealment of predictively coded frames is performed by copying the displaced, with respect to the estimated motion vector, block of the previously decoded frame to the current lost one. In the case of Bframes, where two motion fields are available (forward and backward motion fields), estimation is accomplished in both and the one that leads to the minimum boundary estimation error is selected for concealment. Intra-coded frames are concealed by the forward-backward block matching method [3, 41. Motion vector rational intepolation could be also employed in the estimation of concealment motion vectors that the MPEG-2 standard defines for transmission along I-frames.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the MVRI EC method, three different CCIR 601 sequences at 4:2:0 chroma sampling format have been used, namely the Flower Garden (125 frames), the Mobile & Calendar (40 frames) and the Football (50 frames) sequences. These have been coded at 5Mbps at 25 fps (PAL) using slice sizes equal to an entire row of macroblocks. A P E R value of 2% has been considered. The error locations are assumed known. Objective performance evaluation is based on average P S N R values whereas subjective evaluation is achieved by observing the visual quality of the concealed sequence. In order to assess the performance of the different motion field estimation processes incorporated in the concealment methods, the Motion Field Estimation Error ( M F E ) is introduced:
In ( 8 ) , b, x b , represent the total number of block motion vectors in a frame. vor is the original motion vector of the lost block whereas v is the estimated one. Table 1 illustrates the average P S N R values of the Y component evaluated on the concealed test sequences by the EC methods undcr study. It can be seen that, in almost all cases, the MVRI Table 1 : Average P S N R values ( P E R = 2%).
EC Method
I Flower I Mobile I Football U EC method attains the second best result. To observe this outcome better, the P S N R versus frame index plot is shown in Figure 2a for the Flower Garden sequence. The satisfactory performance of the novel MVRI EC method can be further established by observing the achieved visual quality of the concealed frames in Figure   3 for the same sequence. Noticeable shifts are avoided when lost motion info is reconstructable by adjacent data and concealment is performed smoothly. In Table 2 , the average values of the M F E Errors are shown. It is seen that the smallest errors are achieved by the MVRI schemes justifying our previous observation about their good adaptive behaviour with respect to local motion content. The same conclusions are reached also by observing the M F E Error plots versus frame index in Figure 2b . Figure 4 depicts the estimated motion fields. In the erroneous field the horizontal continuous lines denote the locations of lost motion information. It should be noted that the MVRI EC method performs recursively. For the Flower Garden sequence, which exhibits large uniform motion of the tree and smaller uniform motion of the background, estimation is very well performed. Small irregular motion in the Mobile & Calendar sequence is also well estimated by the MVRI EC method. The rather irregular motion of the Football sequence can hardly be well estimated by any motion field estimation process but the MVRI method does not introduce large estimation errors and performs a smooth transition between differently moving objects.
The last aspect that has been examined is the processing time of the EC methods under study. Table 3 illustrates the execution times in secs required for the total concealment of the test sequences. Simulations were run under an Ultra-1 Sun Sparc Workstation. The processing time calculation has been performed on the concealment of the predictively coded frames. It is seen that meth- ods using a search region (MVE-BO EC, F-B BM EC) are actually rather time consuming whereas the MVRI EC methods attain a remarkably fast concealment suitable for real-time applications. The postscript files of the figures in the paper can be accessed at:
http://poseidon.csd.auth.gr/~sofia/ICASSP99/ for the review process. In future, they will be available upon request.
CONCLUSIONS
Motion field estimation by vector rational interpolation has been investigated for error concealment purposes. Four different interpolation schemes have been examined. The motion vector rational interpolation error concealment method has been found to perform rather well and be rather fast. The interpolator adapts its behaviour according to the local motion information, thus leading to a well estimated motion field. 
